LARGE-SCALE VORTICAL MOTION AND COMBUSTION NOISE CONTROL IN SWIRL-STABILIZED COMBUSTOR
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ABSTRACT

To clarify the mechanisms of combustion oscillation, combustion noise and their suppression by secondary fuel injection, simultaneous measurements of stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (SPIV) and pressure fluctuation in combustion chamber were conducted on several planes of a swirl-stabilized turbulent premixed flame for no control case and noise-controlled case by continuous secondary fuel injection. Velocities measured by SPIV were averaged in 8 phases of the pressure fluctuation and streamlines were obtained from the phase-averaged velocities. For no control case, large-scale vortical structures are generated in regions around the axial centerline of the combustor and outer edge of the swirl injector in the phase of low pressure. With increasing pressure, they move near the contour surface of mean progress variable \( \bar{c} = 0.5 \) which have been obtained in the previous study. This large-scale vortical motion induces fluctuation of flame front and enhances entropy term in the acoustic sound source. The secondary fuel injection suppresses the velocity fluctuation in the inner recirculation zone, resulting in reduction of combustion noise. These results show that control of the large-scale vortical motion is important for reduction of combustion noise.

INTRODUCTION

Lean premixed combustion which is a candidate for high efficiency and low emission gas turbines is prone to combustion oscillations. Rayleigh (1878) showed that combustion oscillations are mainly caused by the feedback interaction between natural acoustic modes of the combustor and oscillation of heat release rate. Sound generation mechanisms in turbulent reactive flows, which are closely related to combustion instabilities, have been investigated by direct numerical simulations (Li et al. 2000; Zhao and Frankel 2001; Tanahashi et al. 2002). In general, acoustic sound source can be decomposed into Reynolds stress, entropy and viscous terms. It is well-known that the entropy term is a main sound source in combustion field and is dominated by fluctuation of heat release rate. However, the entropy term from turbulent energy dissipation rate is also important (Tanahashi et al. 2002; Choi et al. 2005). The distribution of entropy term is determined by energy dissipation rate in the area where the heat release rate is very small. Fine scale eddies are closely related to the entropy term, because turbulent energy dissipation rate is very high around fine scale eddies (Tanahashi et al. 2001; Tanahashi et al. 2004). The fine scale eddies are also closely related with the Reynolds stress term (Choi et al. 2003). Therefore, fine scale eddies of turbulence are important sound sources in three-dimensional turbulent flows. These facts suggest that the key point to develop a control scheme of combustion noise is how to suppress the fluctuations of heat release rate and how to control the fine scale eddies of turbulence.

Combustion control by secondary fuel injection has been studied by many researchers (Dowling and Morgans 2005). Hong et al. (2002) have conducted experiments to evaluate the control law under the wide-range operation of a generic combustor using secondary fuel injection. Lee et al. (2000) have investigated effects of secondary fuel injection location on the effectiveness of active combustion control in a laboratory-scale dump combustor at atmospheric pressure. In the previous study (Choi et al. 2005), we have revealed that, due to the modification of local flame structure by secondary fuel injection, combustion noise and NOx emission can be reduced simultaneously.

However, to achieve more effective control of oscillating combustion, it is necessary to get detailed information about flame structure and turbulent structure in stable and unstable conditions of combustor. 3D flame structures of turbulent premixed flames have been investigated by OH planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) in our previous study (Tanahashi et al. 2008). It was revealed that the secondary fuel injection reduces fluctuation of flame front in flame zone and that of high temperature gas in recirculation zone. Dawson et al. (2005) investigated the destabilizing effect of combustion instability on the shape and size of recirculation zones by measuring velocity field with a laser doppler velocimetry (LDV) and pressure. Weigand et al. (2006) conducted LDV, PLIF of OH and CH, and laser Raman scattering in swirling methane-air lean diffusion flames to understand the physical and chemical processes leading to the different behavior of the flames. Armitage et al. (2006) investigated acoustically forced lean premixed turbulent bluff-body stabilized flames by using CFD of turbulent combustion and comparing that with their experimental work (Balachandran et al. 2005).

The objectives of this study are to investigate the relation...
between the large-scale vortical motion and pressure fluctuation in a noise-controlled swirl-stabilized combustor, and to reveal the mechanisms of combustion oscillation, combustion noise and their suppression by secondary fuel injection. In this study, simultaneous measurements of SPIV and pressure fluctuation in combustion chamber were conducted on several planes of the combustor, and large vortical structures were extracted by the phase-averaged velocity maps. Obtained results are discussed with the 3D flame structures obtained in the previous study (Tanahashi et al. 2008).

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The swirl-stabilized combustor which has been investigated in our previous works (Choi et al. 2005; Tanahashi et al. 2008) is used. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the swirl-stabilized combustor and details of secondary fuel injection nozzle. This combustion rig consists of a contraction section, a swirl nozzle section and a combustion chamber. The swirl nozzle of 40 mm outer diameter is mounted on the hub of the swirler and has 8 injection holes (ID = 0.6 mm) inclined 45° from the nozzle axis. Methane-air premixed gas, which is not heated, passes through the swirl vanes and the flame was stabilized at the swirl vanes. The secondary fuel nozzle is mounted at the axis. Methane-air premixed gas, which is not heated, passes through the swirl vanes and the flame was stabilized at the swirl vanes. The secondary fuel nozzle is mounted at the exit of swirl in¬stallation premixed flame controlled by continuous secondary fuel injection. Gray dotted and white boxes: measurement regions including centerline of the combustor for no control and continuous injection cases.

SPIV AND PRESSURE FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENT

Figure 2 shows a schematic of SPIV system. The system consists of two high-repetition Nd-YAG Lasers (Lee Laser, LDP-100MQG), several optics, two high-speed CMOS cameras (Vision Research, Phantom V7.1, 800 × 600 pixels) and a pulse/delay generator (Labsmith, LC880). Two laser beams become doubled-pulsed through the laser beam combining optics which include a half-wave plate and a polarizer. Time interval (Δt) of double-pulsed beams is confirmed by a photo diode and a digital oscilloscope. The laser beams were expanded by the laser sheet forming optics, and were scattered by 2 μm SiO2 particles mixed in the methane-air premixed gas. Scattered light is detected by the CMOS cameras with telephotographic lens (Nikon, Micro-nikkor 200 mm/f4). The CMOS cameras are located with 19° inclined forward with respect to normal to the measurement plane to capture forward scattered light. In order to obtain particle images in good focus over the whole measurement region, the Scheimpflug condition (Prasad 1995) was used.

Pressure transducer (JTEKT, PD104) with a watercooling connection tube was attached to the combustion chamber at 500 mm downstream from the exit of swirl in¬jector. Pressure signal, a start signal of measurement and strobe signal of CMOS camera were simultaneously recorded by PC with A/D converter (National Instruments, PCI-6115). Sampling rate was set to 200 kHz to detect strobe signal which is shorter than 10 μsec.

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Measurements were conducted for the condition without secondary fuel injection, which is referred as no control case, and for the noise-controlled condition with continuous injection.
As for continuous injection case, SPIV was conducted on side of the combustor for no control case (Tanahashi et al. 2008). The total number of the measurement planes is 5 in one side of the combustor to the edge of the combustor with the distance of 4 mm. Total number of the measurement planes is 5 in one side of the combustor for no control case. Gray dotted box in Fig. 3 corresponds to a whole measurement region including centerline of the combustor for no control case. Spatial resolution of SPIV is altered in accordance with turbulence and turbulent combustion characteristics of measurement region. The measurement region was divided into four rectangles which overlap 2 mm and central position of the box is (15 mm, 18.6 mm, 0 mm). The measurement region was divided into six rectangles on which overlap 2 mm each other, and SPIV measurements were conducted on each area in order to improve spatial resolution of SPIV. White box in Fig. 3 corresponds to a measurement region for continuous injection case. The size of this box is 39.2 mm × 37.2 mm and central position of the measurement region is (21.6 mm, 18.6 mm, 0 mm). The measurement region was divided into six rectangles on which SPIV measurements were conducted. Flame zone for continuous injection case was pushed downstream by secondary fuel injection (Tanahashi et al. 2008). These measurement regions covered recirculation zone and flame zone, and were moved from the plane including the centerline of the combustor to the edge of the combustor with the distance of 4 mm. Total number of the measurement planes is 5 in one side of the combustor for no control case (z = 0 ~ 16 mm).

As for continuous injection case, SPIV was conducted on the planes of z = 0 mm and 16 mm. Spatial resolution of SPIV was 1.23 mm, and Δt was altered in accordance with turbulence and turbulent combustion characteristics of measurement region (15 ~ 30μsec).

### PRESSURE FLUCTUATION IN THE SWIRL-STABILIZED COMBUSTOR

The characteristics of pressure fluctuation in the combustor are shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4 (a) shows an example of time-series pressure fluctuation for no control and continuous injection case. Pressure signal is filtered by low-pass filter of 500 Hz. The pressure fluctuation is suppressed by continuous secondary fuel injection drastically. Figure 4 (b) shows power spectra obtained from raw pressure data up to 1 kHz. Peak frequency of the pressure fluctuation changes from 178 Hz to 142 Hz, and energy at the peak frequency decreases significantly for continuous injection case. However, new peaks are induced at about 128 Hz and 157 Hz. These results indicate that continuous secondary fuel injection does not sufficiently suppress combustion oscillation and that alternative feedback interaction is induced by secondary fuel injection. This alternative feedback interaction can be eradicated by controlling injection frequency of the secondary fuel injection (Tanahashi et al. 2008). In this study, velocities obtained by SPIV were averaged in 8 phases of the pressure fluctuation. Here, the phase of SPIV data was estimated by finding local extrema of filtered pressure data (≤ 500 Hz) and the velocity data is separated into 8 phase bins (denoted by Δ).

Figure 4: Characteristics of pressure fluctuation in the combustor for no control and continuous injection cases. (a) An example of time series data (≤ 500 Hz). (b) Power spectra.
Figure 6: Turbulent intensity on each measurement plane for no control case. Solid lines in each plane represents iso-lines of mean progress variable $\bar{c} = 0.3, 0.5$ and $0.7$ from beneath.

Figure 7: Distributions of streamlines obtained from the phase-averaged velocity with the contour surface of mean progress variable $\bar{c} = 0.5$ obtained in the previous study (Tanahashi et al. 2008).

LARGE-SCALE VORTICAL MOTIONS IN THE SWIRL-STABILIZED COMBUSTOR

Instantaneous velocity map was calculated by 2-step hierarchical method (Kumar and Banerjee 1998) and a window-offset method (Westerweel et al. 1997). Overlap of interrogation regions was set to 80%. From two-dimensional velocity fields obtained by each CMOS camera, three-component velocity vectors on a two-dimensional plane were calculated by using a geometrical relation (Willert, 1997; Prasad, 2000). Figure 5 shows mean velocity map and streamlines obtained from the mean velocity for no control case. White surface in Fig. 5 represents contour surface of mean progress variable $\bar{c} = 0.5$ obtained in the previous OH PLIF measurement (Tanahashi et al. 2008). Mean velocity was obtained from 2,400 instantaneous velocity maps. The largest vector represents maximum velocity of 11.5 m/s. Although velocity of fluid increases through flame surface, there are low velocity regions which indicates existence of share layers due to the swirl injector. Inner and outer recirculation zones are formed near the axial centerline of the combustor and near the wall of combustion chamber, respectively.

Figure 6 shows rms of velocity fluctuation ($u_{\text{rms}}$) on different measurement plane in the $z$ direction for no control case. Black solid lines in Fig. 6 represents iso-lines of mean progress variable $\bar{c} = 0.3, 0.5$ and $0.7$ from beneath. Turbulent intensity near exit of the swirl injector shows high value on the plane of $z = 0$, $4$ and $8$ mm. These high turbulent intensity regions overlap with flame brush. Furthermore, turbulent intensity shows high value in the inner recircula-
Figure 8: Mean velocity map on the measurement planes of \(z = 0\) mm for no control case (a) and continuous injection case (b). White surfaces correspond to \(\bar{c} = 0.5\) which have been obtained in the previous study (Tanahashi et al. 2008). Region of \(\bar{c} = 0.5\) spreads outwards and is pushed up by the jets of the secondary fuel for continuous injection case. No flame regions intrude into the downstream and concave structures are formed (Tanahashi et al. 2008). Compared with no control case, the region of recirculation zone for continuous injection case is expanded, and magnitude of fluid velocity on the plane of \(z = 0\) is decreased in near swirler exit.

Figure 9 shows distribution of turbulent intensity on the measurement planes of \(z = 0\) mm and 16 mm for continuous injection case. Solid lines in each plane represent iso-lines of \(\bar{c} = 0.3, 0.5\) and 0.7 from beneath. Figure 9 (a) shows that continuous secondary fuel injection suppresses the turbulent intensity around the inner recirculation zone and near the exit of swirl injector compared with no control case shown in Fig. 6. However, turbulent intensity in a region near the secondary fuel injection hole is higher than the surroundings. This fluctuation induces alternative instability mode of the combustor shown in the pressure spectra (Fig. 4 (b)). In Fig. 9 (b), turbulent intensity is relatively low in the upstream of concave structure. By adding secondary fuel continuously, turbulent intensity was reduced to approximately half of no control case over all measurement regions. In the previous study (Choi et al. 2005), it has been revealed that noise is reduced about 15 dB by continuous secondary fuel injection compared with that generated in the similar equivalence ratio without secondary fuel injection (\(\phi = 0.790\)). The secondary fuel injection sup-

**Figure 8:** Mean velocity map on the measurement planes of \(z = 0\) mm for no control case (a) and continuous injection case (b). White surfaces correspond to \(\bar{c} = 0.5\) which have been obtained in the previous study (Tanahashi et al. 2008). Region of \(\bar{c} = 0.5\) spreads outwards and is pushed up by the jets of the secondary fuel for continuous injection case. No flame regions intrude into the downstream and concave structures are formed (Tanahashi et al. 2008). Compared with no control case, the region of recirculation zone for continuous injection case is expanded, and magnitude of fluid velocity on the plane of \(z = 0\) is decreased in near swirler exit.

**SUPPRESSION OF LARGE-SCALE VORTICAL MOTION BY SECONDARY FUEL INJECTION**

Figure 8 shows mean velocity map on the measurement planes of \(z = 0\) mm for no control and continuous injection cases with contour surface of \(\bar{c} = 0.5\). Region of \(\bar{c} = 0.5\) spreads outwards and is pushed up by the jets of the secondary fuel for continuous injection case. No flame regions intrude into the downstream and concave structures are formed (Tanahashi et al. 2008). Compared with no control case, the region of recirculation zone for continuous injection case is expanded, and magnitude of fluid velocity on the plane of \(z = 0\) is decreased in near swirler exit.

Figure 9 shows distribution of turbulent intensity on the measurement planes of \(z = 0\) mm and 16 mm for continuous injection case. Solid lines in each plane represent iso-lines of mean progress variable \(\bar{c} = 0.3, 0.5\) and 0.7 from beneath. Figure 9 (a) shows that continuous secondary fuel injection suppresses the turbulent intensity around the inner recirculation zone and near the exit of swirl injector compared with no control case shown in Fig. 6. However, turbulent intensity in a region near the secondary fuel injection hole is higher than the surroundings. This fluctuation induces alternative instability mode of the combustor shown in the pressure spectra (Fig. 4 (b)). In Fig. 9 (b), turbulent intensity is relatively low in the upstream of concave structure. By adding secondary fuel continuously, turbulent intensity was reduced to approximately half of no control case over all measurement regions. In the previous study (Choi et al. 2005), it has been revealed that noise is reduced about 15 dB by continuous secondary fuel injection compared with that generated in the similar equivalence ratio without secondary fuel injection (\(\phi = 0.790\)). The secondary fuel injection sup-
presses flame front fluctuation and resultant fluctuation of heat release rate by reducing the velocity fluctuations. This suppression contributes to reduction of the entropy term in the acoustic sound sources. Furthermore, suppression of inlet velocity fluctuation corresponds to reduction of fine scale eddies and decreases Reynolds stress term induced by turbulent motion and the entropy term due to energy dissipation rate.

CONCLUSIONS

To investigate the mechanisms of combustion oscillation, combustion noise and their suppression by secondary fuel injection, simultaneous measurements of SPIV and pressure fluctuation were conducted on multiple planes of methane-air turbulent premixed flames in the swirl-stabilized combustor for no control and continuous secondary fuel injection cases. Velocities measured by SPIV were averaged in 8 phases of the pressure fluctuation and streamlines were obtained from the phase-averaged velocity maps.

For no control case, large-scale vortical structures are generated in regions around the axial centerline of the combustor and outer edge of the swirl injector in the pressure decreasing phase. The vortical structures develop with moving downstream in the phase of the lowest pressure. They move near the contour surface of mean progress variable $\bar{c} = 0.5$ in the pressure increasing phase, and fade away downstream in the phase of high pressure. This vortical motion induces flame front fluctuation, i.e. fluctuation of heat release rate, and enhances entropy terms in the acoustic sound source. Therefore, suppression of the large-scale vortical motion is important for reduction of combustion noise.

The secondary fuel injection suppresses the velocity fluctuation around the inner recirculation zone and that near the exit of swirl injector. These suppressions cause reduction of flame front fluctuation and fluctuation of heat release rate. Therefore, secondary fuel injection contributes to reduction of the entropy term in the acoustic sound sources. Furthermore, suppression of inlet velocity fluctuation by the secondary fuel corresponds to reduction of fine scale eddies and decreases Reynolds stress term caused by turbulent motion and entropy term due to energy dissipation rate.
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